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Abstract In the future of Massively Multiuser Online Gaming new improvements and innovations
are needed. With demands of gamers for support and involvement, increasing new approaches are
required in order to enhance community participation and increase the gaming experience. Using
the concept of Virtual Context Based Services we have developed a novel approach to solve these
challenges. Our concept enables information exchange game and genre independent by using the
VCBS middleware. With the eXtensible game description language (xgdl) we propose a
standardized way to describe the virtual context of a gamer. VCBS is an interface between games
and other internet applications, which involves game communities and supports gamers.

1. Introduction
Multiplayer Online Games are a thriving market. Millions of gamers from all over
the world meet in the virtual worlds of Massively Multiplayer Online Games
(MMOGs), competing against each other, forming teams or larger groups, and
building social networks. MMOGs are designed for multiplayer game play, there
thousands of players share a single game world and the virtual characters of the
players can interact with each other at anytime. Especially in the persistent worlds
of MMOGs people do not just play, they become participants in the games and a
part of the game world and game community.
Multiplayer Online Games (MOG) live through participation and the communities
gamers create. Exchanging information within communities about the game, its
evolving state, certain events, and organized activities is extremely important.
Therefore gamers build teams and social networks and thus exchange information
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with state of the art (e.g. web 2.0) tools (e.g. [1], [2]). Examples for such tools are
wikis with guidelines for a game, forums where tactics are discussed, websites
and blogs where teams present themselves and their members. All these activities
are initiated by the game community. Also, multiple tools are used by the
community to enhance teamwork and collaboration (e.g. shared calendars or voice
communication tools). All these tools and activities are separated from the game
itself. There is no information exchange possible and the information which is
provided by the community cannot be accessed in-game and vice versa. So the
game communities shape another virtual space around the game including
meeting points, discussion platforms, knowledge bases, this is called the
environment of a game.
Making in-game information available allows the improvement of community
activities and tools. MMOGs partially provide in-game support for organization of
players in clans or guilds, but this only covers a small amount of the community’s
needs. To Maintain a group of players additional organisation is needed (e.g. to
recruit new members, coordinate events or distribute duties). If it is possible for a
gamer to present his gaming achievements on a website he can show his status to
other gamers in the community. This for instance makes it much easier to find
new members for a team.
In order to enhance MMOGs, support for gamers, and community participation
we propose to use Virtual Context Based Services (VCBS). This concept enables
information exchange between a game and its environment and the integration of
services (e.g. communication services, cooperation services or information
services). External services are integrated directly into a game based on the virtual
situation of the gamer. With Virtual Context Based Services a guideline service,
for example, can be used inside a game and there information according to current
tasks can be retrieved directly. Another example is a virtual context based voice
communication service. When a gamer joins an in-game group this services can
automatically connect the gamer to the group’s communication channel.
Currently, a gamer needs to exchange the login data for a third party
communication tool via in-game text chat and then leave the game, switch to the
voice communication tool, connect to the server, join the right channel manually,
and after the voice communication is established switch back to the game.
Furthermore, services can utilize information a gamer provides during his
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presence in the game world. With a virtual location based annotation service for
example a gamer can annotate locations in the virtual environment and his
annotation can then be shared with other gamers or may be provided in a wiki
outside the game. We have developed a VCBS middleware which enables the
integration of external services into a game. The external services can be
developed and provided by the game community. Thus the creative participation
is enhanced and influence opportunities for the game communities are provided.
Section 2 describes gaming communities and approaches currently used. In
Section 3 introduces the concept of virtual context based services and it is
described how an information exchange between a game and its environment can
be accomplished. Section 4 describes the basics of virtual context and virtual
parameters and introduces the extensible game description language. Section 5
describes our VCBS middleware and its architecture. Section 6 gives examples of
Virtual Context Based Services and Section 7 summarizes the article.

2. Gaming Communities and Applications Used in
Addition to Games
The development of communities has always been important in the area of
computer gaming. The grouping of gamers in teams and the organisation of
competitions developed over the years and today these game communities
influence the whole online gaming market. The dedication of gamers to their
games is generally very strong with the interaction and communication between
gamers being essential elements, especially in MOGs. Gamers meet online for
competitions, they support each other, organise themselves in teams, or build
whole knowledge bases for games. Additionally, the possibility for gamers to
have influence on design, appearance and control of a game gets more and more
important.
All activities which do not take place inside the game, but are related to the game,
can be found in the game environment (see Figure 1). The game community
creates and maintains this environment using several tools and applications
provided by the gaming industry, third parties, or the community itself, examples
are knowledge bases (GuildWiki [1]), web pages of teams, clans, and guilds
(MTW [2]), data archives (THOTTBOT [3]), or communication tools
(TeamSpeak [4]).
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Fig. 1 MOG Environment

Such a game environment can be found for every MOG. Beyond the activities in
the game environment, those games providing influence opportunities gain an
extra benefit from the creative participation of the community. Some games
include map editors where the community can design new levels and therewith
enrich the variety of the game. The games industry also has begun to understand
the creativity and developing power the community possesses. New titles such as
Spore [5] or LittleBigPlanet [6] have been created with the intent of being
developed by their communities. Thus, the content provision in these games shifts
from the game developer to the game community.
Another approach are user created add-ons allowing gamers to customize parts of
a game. For example, World of Warcraft (WoW) [7] offers the possibility to
modify the User Interface (UI) through game add-ons. Although the changes that
can be made to the UI of WoW have only a minimal influence, the community is
very active creating various add-ons for the game (the internet portal curse.com
[8] alone offers nearly 5000 WoW add-ons the community has created). The ideas
of some of the more popular and helpful add-ons have been adopted by the
developers and integrated into the official game through update patches.
However, the game worlds of MOGs are still isolated applications and no
information exchange between a game and its game environment is possible (see
Figure 2). In a current setting a gamer who seeks additional information or a
guideline to a problem he is facing in a game, must leave the game, switch to his
browser, find a website or wiki with the information, retrieve it, and then back
switch back to the game in order to continue playing. This is cumbersome and a
major interruption to gaming flow.
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First attempts are being made to overcome this shortcoming (e.g. developer driven
game data presentation, launch platforms, or web portals (see [9])). Developer
driven game data presentation is the presentation of in-game data on special
websites provided by the game developers or publishers. On those websites
certain information from a game and its players is presented. There the game
developers utilize an unidirectional connection from the game servers to the
presentation website. The gamers cannot influence which kind of information is
provided and cannot add their own information. Two examples of developer
driven game data presentation are the statistics websites of “Enemy Territory:
Quake Wars” [10] and the “World of Warcraft Armory” [11]. The Enemy
Territory: Quake Wars statistics website includes player statistics such as usage of
classes or weapons, win/loss ratios, or game achievements. The World of
Warcraft Armory provides information about characters (arena teams, guilds, or
character equipment and skills) and the game world (items, dungeons, NPCs).
Launch platforms combine different applications. They can include server
browsers (to find suited servers in FPS or RTS games), communication
applications (chat clients), or buddy lists (to organize fellow gamers). They can
monitor applications on the client system so they can realize when a game they
support has been started by the gamer. Examples for launch platforms are ESL
Wire [12], Steam [13] or Xfire [14].
In contrast to developer driven game data presentation are web portals hosted by
third parties. Web portals don’t have direct access to information from the game
servers, but use information presented on developer websites (e.g. from the World
of Warcraft Amory). They mainly provide social networks for gamers (e.g. friend
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lists or discussion groups) and give gamers a place to present themselves and
customize their own profiles (e.g. by using blogs). Some web portals utilize
additional information which can be obtained via game add-ons. Using such an
add-on in-game information can be obtained from the game client and after the
character has left the game, transmitted to the web portal. Examples for web
portals utilizing this opportunity are buffed [15] and xchar [16].
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Figure 3 shows the data flows of the previously introduced applications. The
presented examples show first approaches which have been developed so far. No
generic solution exists, suited for MOGs. Two important issues of future MOG
development need to be solved: information exchange between games and their
environment and inclusion of the participation of the community into the games.
Here arises an important opportunity, but also a significant challenge. The goal is
to connect things that happen in-game with the game environment and vice versa
and to include the accomplishments of the game communities into the game. To
offer unlimited information exchange and community participation an unregulated
access to MMOGs is needed, but then abuse of information would be possible. In
order to prevent cheating, use of forbidden aids or unfair advantages, most of the
games do not allow any connection to the game environment or the retrieval of in-
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game information from the outside at all. Thus, new attempts are needed to realize
a regulated opening of MMOGs.

3. Virtual Context Based Services for the
connection of game and game environment
To enable a common information exchange between MOGs and their
environment, there is need for a generalisation of interfaces and communication
mechanisms. We have developed the Virtual Context Based Services middleware
(VCBS middleware) providing an interface for exchanging virtual context
information and external information. With the VCBS middleware different
applications can provide and utilize information through services (see Figure 4).
The external services can be created by game developers or the game community.
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Fig. 4 VCBS Middleware - External View and Abstract Information Flow

To connect a game with its environment two directions of the information flow
have to be considered. First the use of in-game information in the game
environment (game to environment) and second provision of out-game
information within the game (environment to game).
In order to provide in-game information about a gamer his virtual context has to
be taken into account. “A context is an abstract and meaningful description of the
relationship between objects and their environment” [17]. Applied to virtual
environments the virtual context describes the relationship between virtual objects
(including the virtual characters of the users) and the virtual environment (virtual
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world). This in-game context information can be collected and then made
available to the game environment where it can be accessed by various
applications (e.g. for online platforms to display actual in-game information, like
the current position of a user in the game world). With VCBS also additional
information provided by the gamer in the virtual environment can be provided
associated with his virtual context (e.g. to create virtual location based
annotations). The information flow from the environment to the game can be
realized by providing access to external information in-game (e.g. guidelines the
community has collected in a wiki).
In connecting both directions of the information flow the external information,
which is provided in-game, can be adapted to the virtual context of the gamer (see
dotted arrow in Figure 5). Certain information, the gamer might need in his
current situation in the game, is provided in this manner (e.g. a guideline for the
current task of the gamer or additional information about the area the gamer’s
character is currently located in). Figure 5 shows an abstract visualisation of the
information flow between a game and its environment.
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Context
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Game
Interface
GameEnvironment

Fig. 5 Information Flow between Game and Game Environment

Thus, both information flows are considered, the in-game context information
which is provided in the game environment can be utilized by the game
community and external information the community provides in the game
environment is made available in the game.
In order to achieve a generic solution certain challenges need to be addressed.
Those challenges are the definition of virtual context and how virtual context can
be described formally, the definition of interfaces for MOGs, capturing and
transmission of information and of the descriptions of the virtual context as well
as the integration of external information into a game. Additionally, a filtering
mechanism to regulate the information flow has to be integrated.
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Defining virtual context and a formal description of virtual context which are the
foundations for the interconnection between game and game environment and
constitute the base for generic game interfaces are presented in the following
section. Subsequently information transmission and integration are introduced.

4. Virtual Context Description
To describe the virtual context of a gamer his virtual alter ego (avatar or virtual
character), which is the gamers representation in the virtual world, has to be
analyzed. This virtual character and the interaction of the character with the
virtual world determine the virtual situation of a gamer. This virtual situation can
be described through virtual context likewise context in the real world can be used
to describe the situation of a person.
4.1 Context Based Service Provision
A virtual character has a certain set of interactions he can perform [18]. This
depends on the class of the character and how he is skilled (during the
development of a virtual character it is possible for a gamer to specialize his
character and to acquire new skills). The set union of all interactions a virtual
character can perform with the virtual world defines his principle interaction
opportunities. But the character can not perform every interaction at any time (e.g.
to use a swimming skill there has to be deep enough water).
The interaction a virtual character performs in a certain situation depends on
influence factors. Those influence factors are the virtual and real parameters.
Virtual parameters (such as equipment, location, or status of the character)
describe the virtual context a virtual character has in a current virtual situation.
Real parameters (such as goals, availability, or experiences of the gamer) are user
dependent and describe the gamer’s real context. The virtual situation of a
character reduces the set of interactions he can perform in his current situation to
the actual interaction opportunities. Finally, the gamer decides based on his real
context which interaction is appropriate for him and chooses the actual performed
interaction.
Likewise the principle interaction opportunities all possible services could be
offered to a user at any time. The idea of Virtual Context Based Services is the
provision of services regarding the virtual situation of a gamer’s character. Thus,
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only those services suitable to his current situation are offered to him (see Figure
6).
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Fig. 6 Abstract VCBS model

Figure 6 visualizes the connection of services and interactions. The principle
interaction opportunities of a gamer are reduced by his current virtual situation to
a set of actual interaction opportunities. The virtual situation incorporates virtual
parameters such as, equipment, location and status. The principle interaction
opportunities correspond to all possible services. Regarding the actual interaction
opportunities only a subset of all services is suited for a given virtual situation.
For virtual context based services the available services correspond to the actual
interaction opportunities. Likewise the actual interaction opportunities are
reduced by user-dependent parameters of the gamer (such as, goals, availability,
and experiences) to the actual performed interaction. Accordingly it depends on
the user which of the available services he will use. So for context-aware services
used services correspond to the actual performed interaction.
In addition to the virtual context based services real context-aware services can be
used to tailor services to the user behavior. Both ways of context depended service
provision can be used to provide services tailored to a user’s behavior, preferences
and current situation. This work focuses on virtual context based services. There
are still many open research issues in this area. In future work we want to enhance
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virtual context based service provision by means of context-aware service
provision to improve the set of available services for the gamer.
Using context information to provide services is an issue in different application
domains. Commonly real context parameters collected by sensors are used to
provide context aware services (e.g. [19]). Context-aware services are already
used in different scenarios (e.g. communication scenarios [20], [21] or computing
applications [22], [23]). The usage of virtual context based services is still actual
research and the VCBS middleware is the first implementation in this field.
4.2 A Description Language for Virtual Context based on Virtual
Parameters
Based on the virtual context and its description data model, information exchange
between a game and other internet application can take place. The game
description can be used to define abstract interfaces for information exchange.
This enables provision of in-game information to other applications or inclusion
of external information into a game. Virtual Context Based Services utilize this
data flow.
To use virtual context for the provision of services the virtual parameters needs to
be standardized and formalized. However every MOG may have its own specific
virtual parameters thus the main challenge in creating generic VCBS is to have a
generic parameter set. We have developed a generic base set of virtual parameters
valid to describe virtual context. This base parameter set is the foundation for the
description of virtual context in MOGs and the information exchange between a
MOG and its game environment. The base parameter set is a subset of virtual
parameters, which can be generalized for MOGs. Using the base parameter set
(MOG base parameter set) we have provided a generic data model, but it is also
important to include genre or game specific characteristics in the description of
virtual context. Thus, we have designed the description language to be extendable
for different MOG genres and further for single games. The extended parameter
sets always include the more generic ones to allow interoperability and a shared
common base.
We have divided the parameters into four parameter categories: general, location,
character, and status. The general parameter set includes general information
about the player (e.g. player name), the game time (e.g. overall time the player has
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played the game) and server information (e.g. server name). The location
parameter set includes position information (e.g. coordinates of the character).
The character set is about the virtual character of the player including specifics of
the character (e.g. character name) and his equipment. The status set contains
information about the current state (e.g. current action) and about grouping (e.g. if
the character belongs to a group). Figure 7 shows the virtual parameters that can
be applied for MOGs.
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Fig. 7 MOG Base Parameter Set

The base parameter set can be extended to cover the specifics of different MOG
genres (e.g. for MMORPGs or FPS see Figure 8) and even further to describe
specific games in detail. The resulting parameter sets always include the base
parameter set to ensure interoperability. The different parameter sets are needed to
cope with the specialized needs of the different genres and games. For example,
the location information in the FPS parameters set includes additional information
about the map a character is currently located on and the MMORPG parameter set
includes additional information about the area a character is currently located in.
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Examples for virtual parameters are the position coordinates of the character in
the virtual environment, his equipment (e.g. weapons, armor and ammunition), or
his grouping status (if he is a member of a team, group, or another in-game
institution). The parameter set is instantiated by a game and interpreted
accordingly. The game specific interpretation of a parameter can be quite similar
for divers MOGs (e.g. the name of the player) or it can differ (e.g. the equipment
of the character or his state). A good example for a differing interpretation is the
equipment in Role-Playing Games (RPGs) in contrast to the equipment in a RealTime Strategy (RTS) game. In a RPG a virtual character has certain clothing and
accessories with which he is equipped, the equipment in a RTS game may include
the buildings that are under the character’s control or with which he may be
associated.
However by finding a generalization, as we have done using the base parameter
set, which is the common basis for all MOGs, an abstract data model can be
defined. Based on the parameter sets we have developed a virtual context
description language, the eXtensible Game Description Language (xgdl). The
xgdl is based on XML and defines virtual parameters, which can be generalized
for different MOGs and describe the virtual context. The xgdl can be extended to
include additional virtual parameters and in addition due to the modular concept it
is also possible to include further parameter sets. The XML description offers a
well defined way to exchange in-game context information. Thus the virtual
parameters and the parameter sets are the base for interface definition between
games and other internet applications.

5. A Middleware for Virtual Context Based Services
In order to provide a generic solution for the information flow between games and
their environment and to overcome the shortcomings discussed in Section 2 we
have developed the VCBS middleware. The VCBS middleware is a novel
approach to define a standardized connection between a game and its
environment.
The VCBS middleware is based on Virtual Context Based Services. The goal of
context based services is to provide services to a user regarding his current
situation. Virtual context based services correspond to the virtual context of a user
and thus collect information about the virtual context of a user's character. Virtual
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parameters like location, experience, or equipment describing the virtual context
can be used to select services which are suited to the user's current virtual
situation. Those Services, which are appropriate for the virtual situation of a
virtual character, are offered to the user. For example a service supporting group
communication is offered to the user when he joins a group. The user can then
decide whether to use a service or not. This is an important aspect of the VCBS.
Gamers using VCBS services decide about service usage including what
information about their virtual character is made available. For example if a gamer
does not want to show his current in-game location to other users he will not use
that kind of service. In-game information forwarded to the external services is
constricted. Prior to service usage the gamer should be able to check which ingame information will be utilized by the service. Additionally information about
service should be also available during service usage und some kind of service
control mechanisms is needed. We have developed the Service User Interface
(SUI) which is an extension to the user interface of the game. It includes different
functions and is composed of different drop-down menus (see Figure 9).

Fig. 9 Service User Interface (SUI)

The category In Use includes all services a gamer is currently using and provides
additional information about them. Available includes all currently available
services. Services a gamer wants to use any time they are available can be added
to his Favorites so they will be automatically confirmed for him. The
Configuration category includes options configuration of the service user
interface such as appearance configuration and an ignore list including services
the user never wants to use.
Services are offered to the gamer when they are available, except when they are
on his ignore list. In most cases a service, which a user wants to use, must be first
searched for and thus services that the user does not know about will only be
found by chance. If a service is offered to the user, he knows that the service
exists and then he is free to decide whether or not to use this service.
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The main goals of the VCBS middleware are to connect games with their
environment and to enable community participation. The services are free to be
developed by the community. The community can develop services which are
then connected and integrated to the game with the VCBS middleware. This way
new participation opportunities for the community are created. Additionally the
VCBS middleware provides the same service interface for all MOGs so a gamer
does not have to learn new tools, APIs, or programming languages every time
there is an interest to create a service for a new game. In providing a service that
is free of fees to the game community solutions can be found that are commonly
used in other application areas (e.g. portals to sell and buy cars). The free service
will then be made possible by covering the expenses through the collection of fees
from professional service providers that use the VCBS middleware.
An overview of the information flow between a game and its environment through
the VCBS middleware is given in Figure 10. The in-game context information is
forwarded by the VCBS middleware and provided to the applications in the game
environment. Information provided by external services in the game environment
is transferred back and integrated into the game.
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Fig. 10 VCBS Middleware – Internal View and Information Flow between Game and Game
Environment

The VCBS middleware includes capturing and processing of virtual parameters,
virtual situation based filtering, forwarding of in-game context information, and
integration of external information into the game. The middleware provides an
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interface for external services, which is based on the xgdl game description
language.
5.1 Virtual Situation Based Filtering
One big issue in gaming research is the prevention of cheating ([24], [25]). To
provide all context information anytime independently of the virtual situation
would enable abuse of information. For example, in a competition between
gamers it would be an unfair advantage if the position information of the gamer’s
character was available to the other gamer(s) to see. It would be an unfair
advantage to the gamer’s opponents as he will thus always be visible to them. To
prevent the abuse of in-game information and to be able to provide information
which is harmless, the forwarding of in-game information is regulated by the
VCBS middleware. Instead of allowing his position to be visible anytime, this
information is provided only after any virtual combat, when it is harmless and
helpful, maybe in the pursuit of friends,
A regulation of the information flow can be realized by including a filtering
mechanism for in-game information based on virtual context. Virtual context
defines the virtual situation therefore regarding the virtual context of a gamer’s
character it can be decided which information about his current situation should
be forwarded to the game environment.
This situation dependent information filtering is based on rule sets. The rule set
can be defined by the game developers which then can be integrated into the
VCBS middleware. It is nessesary to provide such an influence opportunity for
the game developers because they are responsible to keep their game fair and
balanced. If any in-game information is accessible at any time fairness can no
longer be guarantied causing harm or even ruin of game and game play. The rule
sets are also based on virtual parameters and can be defined in the same
granularity as the game descriptions. So on one hand for any game it is possible to
define rules that ensure that information which could be used to the disadvantage
of the gamer is not accessible. On the other hand in-game context information can
be made accessible any time else. An example rule allows that the virtual position
of a gamer’s character is only accessible if the character is not in combat with
other gamers. Therefore, depending on the situation, whether or not the character
is not in combat (or is fighting against the virtual environment, pve - player versus
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environment) or is fighting against another character (pvp - player versus player)
will determine whether or not his in-game position will be forwarded to the game
environment.
5.2 VCBS Middleware Architecture
The VCBS middleware supports both directions of the information flow. It
defines an interface to the game for the capturing of in-game parameters (virtual
context information). The captured in-game information is provided to the game
environment where it can then be accessed by various applications. And it
provides an interface for the in-game provision of data from external services.
Additionally, external services processing the virtual context information can
provide data the gamer needs in his current situation inside the game through
VCBS middleware. An example service which is using both directions of the
information flow is a service supporting gamers fishing in the virtual world
(“Fisherman’s Friend”). The “Fisherman’s Friend” service is offered to a gamer
when he is standing near a virtual lake or river and equips a fishing rod. When the
gamer is using the service, information about his fishing trip, such as the fish he
catches, is transmitted to the external service database. On the other side the
service derives statistical information from the captured values and transmits this
additional information, which is then offered to the gamer. Now the gamer can
check what species can be caught and with which probability, if the waters is
suited for his fishing skill, and what other fishing sites might appeal to him.
The architecture of the VCBS middleware consists of three base components (see
Figure 11) [9]: an interface to the game client and to the user (VCBS Client),
servers for information processing, regulation of the information flow and
forwarding of in-game information (VCBS Server) and a management
component (VCBS Registry). Also the VCBS middleware defines an interface
(Service Interface) for external services.
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Fig. 11 VCBS Middleware Architecture Overview

The VCBS Registry performs the administration tasks of the middleware. It
manages the users of the VCBS middleware, the different VCBS Servers and all
registered external services. To use a service as “Fisherman’s Friend” with the
middleware it has to perform a service registration (1). Once registered, a service
is distributed to the VCBS servers and thereafter can be offered to the VCBS
users. The VCBS Registry distributes the active users to the different VCBS
Servers to do load balancing and ensure the scalability of the middleware. The
Servers are updated by the Registry using status updates (2).
The VCBS Client utilizes a connection to the game and provides an interface for
the user. It is located on the user system. The VCBS Client performs the
registration and authentication of the user with the VCBS Registry (client
registration (3)). Our vision is that game developers use a common interface for
exchange of virtual parameters and external information, but unfortunately such
common solutions are hard to accomplish. Thus, to connect the VCBS Client to
different games we are currently using game plug-ins. These plug-ins facilitate
connections with different APIs used by game developers and provide exchange
of virtual parameters and external information. The VCBS Client is implemented
in a modular way and easily extendable. The VCBS Client captures and transmits
the virtual parameters to a VCBS Server (client information (4)). The VCBS
Server checks whether the service the users currently uses are still valid and if
new services have become valid based on the client information. If a new service
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is available a service offers (5) is send to his VCBS Client. For example a user has
changed his location and is now standing beside a virtual lake and his equipment
contains a fishing rod that means he now meets the requirements for the
“Fishermen’s Friend” service. Some time later in a client information update the
user is still standing at the same location but exchanged his fishing rod with a
sword, then the VCBS Server informs the VCBS Client and negates the respective
service offer.
A VCBS Server uses in-game information to determine services suited to the
users virtual context. When the user approves a proposed service the VCBS
Server forwards the filtered client information (6) to the external service if the
required parameters are valid regarding the rule sets for situation based filtering.
The forwarded information depends on the service, i.e. for the “Fishermen’s
Friend” service virtual parameters including location, equipment and loot
information are required. Then the external services can utilize the in-game
information (e.g. calculate fishing statistics out of the virtual information), can
present this information (e.g. on a website) and can send service data (7) to the
VCBS Client. The VCBS Client then integrates the external information into the
game. For “Fisherman’s Friend” the external information which is integrated into
the game by the VCBS Client contains the name of the current fishing site,
information about fish which can be caught there, and the difficulty of the waters
(see Figure 12). Expanding the given information to provide more or more
detailed information is easily possible.

Fig. 12 Information Provision of the “Fisherman’s Friend” Service

When the virtual situation of the user has changed and a service is not appropriate
anymore, the VCBS Server stops forwarding the in-game information to the
service.
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6. Examples for Virtual Context Based Services
In the following section we show two examples of Virtual Context Based
Services. We have implemented those examples and tested regarding functionality
and usability. As a proof of concept for our generic approach we choose two
utilization examples that are game independent. The virtual location based
annotation service is appropriate for MMOGs with huge worlds. Our second
example the virtual context aware dynamic voice communication service is in
addition genre independent.
6.1 Virtual Location Based Annotation
MOG worlds are huge. There is plenty of virtual space to be explored by gamers
and even teams of gamers spend much time to completely discover certain areas
of continents that are part of the virtual world. To effectively discover the world
teams use wikis and other documentation tools to share the advances of the team
members. With Virtual Context Based Services it is straight forward to collect
user annotations within a game, merge this information with the user’s location
context and provide it to an external service like a wiki. The service application
stores the annotations of all users using this service functionality in the game. We
have developed a location based annotation service on top of the VCBS concept
using the VCBS middleware, a World of Warcraft add-on and a simple web
service (the location based annotation service) to store and share annotations.
In World of Warcraft the gamer can describe a situation or object by annotating
his current location. A small window pops up where he can write down a text
annotation. This window also shows his current location. The VCBS client
captures this information and converts it into a valid xgdl context description. The
xgdl description is processed by the VCBS Server, which sends it to the location
based annotation service together with the gamer’s annotation. The service stores
the annotation and links it to the user and his friends. The next time he or his
friends approaches the virtual location of an annotation a window pops up
showing the description of the situation or object which was annotated at this
location (see Figure 13).
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Fig. 13 Virtual Location Based Annotation Service

The location based annotation service is a simple asynchronous service provided
for gamers. Beside using it for a “documentation of the virtual world” it can be
applied for other use cases for example in paper chase events within the virtual
world.
6.2 Virtual Context Aware Dynamic Voice Communication
For team communication in real-time voice communication is used because chat
massages are not feasible for time critical game situations. Normally external
tools are used for voice communication which support static chat channels for
more than 40 players. Static chat channels and their dedicated participants can not
be reorganized while playing a game without switching to the voice client.
In [26] we introduced a concept for dynamic voice communication for
competitive and tactical team-play in Multiplayer Online Games based on
templates. With a template a team leader can pre-plan common situations for
upcoming tasks (see Figure 14). The game dependent communication hierarchy is
shown at top of Figure 14. In the planning phase the team leader decides to focus
on two possible template configurations (see b) and c)). The fallback
configuration a) matches the static channel configuration, providing a single chat
room including all team members. The planned tactical variants b) and c) show
the benefit of the dynamic voice communication concept. Both configurations
introduce sub-team leaders and the creation of dynamic channels. In the game the
team leader can switch through the templates and thus distribute the team
members to different chat rooms according to the current game situation.
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Fig. 14 Situation Dependent Player Distributions with Dynamic Voice Chat Channels

This allows more parallel communication than in single static chat channels. With
Virtual Context Based Services a service for dynamically managing of chat
channels based on the virtual context of the gamer is possible. The virtual context
aware dynamic voice communication service can automatically add friends seen
in the virtual world to the own chat channel, distribute team members
automatically into different chat rooms or realize a location based sound and
volume control in the virtual world.

7. Summary
In the future development of Massively Multiuser Online Games gaming
communities and the enhancement of gaming experience are important issues.
MOGs live through gamer participation and growing communities. Especially in
the MMOG market which is highly competitive, the binding of a critical mass of
users to a game is not only important for its growth, but determines its success or
failure [27]. The support of community development in the game [28] and in the
game environment improves the binding of the user to the game and thus by itself
one success factor. Only MMOGs with strong communities can be successful in
the end.
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Game developers and publishers begin to understand that game communities
mean formidable additional power to the development of the virtual world they
provide. To utilize a creative participation of the community and to establish an
information exchange between games and their environment a generic game and
genre independent solution is required. With our concept of Virtual Context Based
Services and the implementation of the VCBS middleware we provide a solution
for both of these issues.
We have analyzed Multiplayer Online Games and game environments to develop
strategies how gamers in virtual worlds can be supported and an information flow
for supporting community participation can be realized. To support a gamer in a
virtual environment his virtual situation has to be taken into account. This virtual
situation is defined by the virtual context of the gamer and can be described using
virtual parameters. We have developed a description language for virtual context
based on virtual parameters, the extensible game description language (xgdl).
With xgdl we can completely describe any context of a gamer in a MOG from
general information up to game specific complex information. Based on the
description of virtual context Virtual Context Based Services can be realized and
services supporting users in virtual worlds can be applied to MOGs.
To support the information flow between a game and applications in the game
environment we have developed the VCBS middleware. The VCBS middleware
provides consistent interfaces to connect games and external services and situation
dependent user support. The middleware facilitates the transparent transport of
information in both directions. Multi-purpose services can be created to be used
with the VCBS middleware as the examples in section 6 show. Using a
middleware enables the integration of community created services into a game
and provides means for creative community participation. Regarding the virtual
situation of a gamer the service can be customized and information provided
while a gamer is playing in the virtual world of a game can be utilized in the game
environment. Additionally current services like third party voice communication
systems can be improved.
Using the VCBS middleware improves support for gamers, minimizes
interruptions in the gaming flow, and additionally increases the participation of
the gaming community in the adding to the collective gaming experience. Thus,
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the VCBS middleware adds a high value to the further development and
improvement of Massively Multiuser Online Games in the future.
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